Welcome to King’s Trial

In a Kingdom far away there lived a king who was both wise and beloved by
all. He loved to eat and spent most of his time enjoying all the lovely
delicacies that his kingdom produced. There was nothing the king lacked,
save an heir to his throne. To make matters worse, a dragon appeared in his
realm, cutting off all access to the king's favourite delicacies. The wise king
thought and thought, and finally discovered a solution to both of his problems: The King’s Trial!
The King’s Trial!
In King’s Trial, 2 to 5 brave adventurers will compete in the greatest
challenge of their lives. Get rid of the dragon and become the heir to the
throne!

The Adventurers

Ryoko-Sha

Ryoko-Sha is a warrior
from far away lands.
Being a skilled warrior
and trained in using his
katana, he feels secure in
a fight.

Grimbold Bluebeak Aila Treejumper
Grimbold is lightning
fast with his knives.
He is a fierce fighter
in battle. His blue
head earned him the
title Bluebeak.

Aila lives in the forests
of the kingdom,
jumping from tree to
tree to protect the
animals who live there.
She is an amazing
shot with her bow.

Being a mountain marmot Grimbold is a european She is a golden manthe feels at home in the
green lizard. He is
led Squirrel and calls
mountains of the kingdom. most at ease in the
the forest her home.
kingdom’s fields.
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Magnus von Stupe Hjordis
Magnus is an adventurer from a Nordic
island. He masterded
the use of the
slingshot during his
travels through the
Southern lands.

Hjordis is a warrior
from the north. Hjordis
is seeking fame and
fortune. Her travels
have brought her to the
kingdom, and prepared
her for battle.

He is a puffin and
loves to be in or
around the water.

She feels at home on
the land, but otter’s are
very fast in water.

Components

1 City Tile

1 Dragon's Mount Tile

54 Event Cards

18 News Cards

16 Mountain Tiles

36 Help Cards

16 Field Tiles

18 King’s Favor Cards

6 Meeples

16 Forest Tiles

18 Quest Cards

11 Score Markers

1 Custom Die

5 Player Boards
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Set-up Phase
It is time to prepare the game
1. Start by putting the city tile and the dragon mount tiles aside. Shuffle all the other tiles and place the stack on the
table so that all players can easily reach it.
2. Shuffle the Event cards and place them face down on the edge of the table. Now do the same for the Help, King's
Favor, News and Quest decks.
3. Each player chooses a hero and takes the corresponding hero tokens, meeple and player board. Place a hero token
on the gem track starting in the city and place one token on the level counter on the number 6.
4. Place the die next to the card decks.
Creating the Realm
The player who owns a dragon will be the first player. If
none have a dragon, a guinea pig will do. Otherwise the
youngest player may start. The first player places the
city tile on the table.
1. The next player takes a facedown land tile and
places it on the table connecting with at least one
side aligned to another tile. Place all tiles in this way.
It is ok if there are open spaces.
Tip! There are 3 portals. It's best to keep them far apart.
2. If all tiles have been placed, you finish by placing
the Dragon's Mount tile on the opposite side of the
city tile. Now the realm is ready and should look something like this.
Starting Cards
Deal 5 Help cards to each player. The players have to select 3 of these cards to keep. The other cards will be shuffled
back into the deck.
Deal 3 Quest cards to each player. You can check them out and start planning your journey through the realm. Place
them facedown next to your player board. You only show them to the other adventurers when you finish a quest.
You can check them as often as you like during the game.
Once every adventurer has found his or her quest locations, they can plan their ideal route. Now you are ready to start
playing!
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Adventure Phase
In the Adventure Phase, all the adventurers have one goal. They all want to arrive at the Dragon's Mount first. To be
able to go to the dragon you need to collect 25 gems and complete 3 quests for the king.
During their travels through the realm the adventurers will meet all kinds of inhabitants of the realm. Some will be
friendly, but most will be after the hard-won gems. If you outsmart your opponent, you will collect a level, gems and
earn extra Help cards.
Round Order
Each round (with exception of the 1st) starts with a News Card (also referred to as the King's Courier).
These cards will show where the dragon is located as well as a weather forecast.
Players who find themselves in an area visited by the dragon need to pay
the dragon 1 gem. If you haven't paid yet, your opponents can try to move
you into an area with the dragon.They can use Help cards and sometimes
even Event Cards for this purpose
The same applies to moving into an area where the dragon has been sighted.
During a round, the effect will count for every adventurer. When moving into
an area with a -1 you can only make 2 steps instead of 3. Your adventurers
talent still counts.
Escape paying the dragon
There is only one way to escape paying the dragon. The Help card "Gold Dust" Example: This news cards shows that the dragon
has been sighted in the lake area.
can be used to send the dragon to another adventurer.
Everyone can play the "Gold Dust" card to send the dragon to another
adventurer and this can be done until an adventurer can't or won't play a
"Gold Dust" card anymore.
Important: You don't have to pay the dragon more than once in a
given round.
Adventurer Actions
Every round the aventurers will play in turn order. During their turn they can
perform these actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Travel
Event or finishing a quest
Draw and play Help Card(s)
Buy a King’s Favor card
Score level and gems

Example: If you are here, you will have to pay one
gem to the dragon.
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Adventure Phase
1. Travel
The first action of your turn is travelling. Move your adventurer 3 spaces in any direction. You have a special ability in
one type of terrain. You may apply your special ability whenever it applies.
•
•
•
•
•

Ryoko-sha can move 1 extra space when the 3rd step is on a mountain.
Aila Treejumper can move 1 extra space when the 3rd step is on a forest.
Hjordis Otterdotir can swim smoothly through lakes and doesn’t
have to stop there.
Grimbold Bluebeak can move 1 extra space when the 3rd step is on a field.
Magnus von Stupe can fly over water and won’t be stopped like the other
adventurers.

It is not allowed to move on the same space as another adventurer
unless a card explicitly tells you to do so.

Example: Ryoko-Sha can move 1
extra space iff he ends his turn
in a mountain. 4 spaces in total
instead of 3.

Lake Areas
Upon entering a lake area, you must stop travel for your turn. Only Hjordis and Magnus are able to continue traveling
through/over lakes without stopping.

When you enter a lake it means you
have to stop immediately, even if
you only moved 1 or 2 spaces.

When you leave a lake, you can only
move one space.

Hjordis can just travel through the
lake as if it is a normal area.

Quest Locations
No matter how many spaces you can move, if you move onto a quest
location, your travel always ends there and you will not draw an Event
card.
Portals
Portals are magical. Upon entering one, you instantly move to another
portal of your choice, ending your movement for the turn.
Example: The portal in the mountains.
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Adventure Phase
2. Events
Draw an Event card from the facedown Event deck. Here's how to read them:
			
1 Level of the event if you fight it with the help of another adventurer.
1
2
				
Not every event will allow this
				
2 Level of the event if you fight it without help
				
					
				
3 Title of the card
				

4

Number of gems you will gain by winning the event

				

5

Number of help cards you will gain by winning the event
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Event description. Be careful to always read this. In the text you can often
find instructions for the battle or what happens after losing. If you lose and there is
no description you will lose the amount of gems/help cards you could have won. So as
an example it could be 2 gems or 2 help cards or one of each.

3
4
6
5
				
				
				
				

Battle
Place the Event card face up in front of you. Compare the event's level with your own. If your level is higher than your
opponent's, you win the fight! You gain 1 level and any gems and Help cards indicated in the event's description.
Example 1: Using the Die in Battle
You face the "Ambush" event. You don't have help, so the event counts as level 8. Your level is 7 and you need a 9 to win.
You may roll 1 die anytime you want a boost to your attack, but some event cards include penalties for boosting, and a
consequence associated with losing the battle after your attack.
So 7+4=11, but Ambush gives a -1 for the die. The total
is 10! You win!
So 4 is 3 and 3 is 2, etc. Rolling a 3 or a 4 will make
you win the battle.
Note: Rolling the die isn't always necessary.
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Adventure Phase
Example 2:Using Help Cards in Battle
Using the same example, you are level 7 and need a total of 9 to win. You may decide to use Help cards if you roll a 1 or
2 with the die. "Help is here!" provides you with a +5 score for this battle. 7+5=12.
This means you win and get the reward. Discard "Help is here!" to the discard pile. You are allowed to use the help card
before or after rolling the die.

Example 3: Getting help from another adventurer
If you offer to help another adventurer in battle, you may negotiate compensation (typically a portion or even all of
the earnings. The level upgrade is for the active adventurer only, and it is non-transferable. Offering help means the
active adventurer can add up your level to theirs during this battle. You are also allowed to use Help or King's Favor
Cards to support the active adventurer.
In the example of Ambush. The strength is 12, and you need to have a total level score of 13. You are a level 7 adventurer, so you need another 6 levels. In this specific situation, every other adventurer should have a level of at least 6, so
you will win. Divide the treasure according to the deal you made.
Example 4: Escape
Whenever you roll a dragon's eye,
you may discard the Event card and escape without consequences, or roll again
to try again. If you roll the Dragon's Eye again, you have run away automatically.
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Adventure Phase
Finishing a Quest
Upon reaching a Quest location, show your quest card to
the other adventurers. You will receive 5 gems and 1 level.
Your travel will end immediately and you will not receive an
event. Every time you step onto a quest location you have to
end your turn there.

3. Draw and play Help cards
After a victory, draw new Help Cards. Help cards grant extra levels during combat or may be used to slow down the
progress of other adventurers. You can even use them to protect you from the dragon.
You can never have more than 5 help cards. So if you get your reward and you have 6 cards, spend one! If you can't
spend one, you have to give one to the player(s) with the lowest number of help cards. If every adventurer has 5 cards
already, put your extra cards on the Discard pile.
Using help cards:
1. During an event: "Help is here" can make the difference between winning and losing.
2. At the end of your turn, it is allowed to use 1 Help Card to hinder another adventurer. Example: "Magpie" would
steal one gem from another adventurer.
3. During battle, you can help another adventurer. Or you can decide to strengthen the enemy on the event card instead. It is allowed for several adventurers to use the "Help is here!" card to strengthen the event. Only one player
can support the adventurer during battle.
4. "Gold dust" can also be used to send the dragon to another adventurer. If someone sends it to you, you can send the
dragon to another adventurer if you also have a "Gold Dust" card. Everyone may have the card, and in the end, the
first player to get the dragon will be getting a visit by the dragon anyway.
5. With Shortcut cards, you can travel faster during your travel. It is allowed to use several cards in one turn.
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Adventure Phase
4. Buy King's Favor cards
These are overpowered help cards, which can really give you extra advantage. They allow you to travel faster or defeat any enemy with the help of the King's Guard.
However, the adventurer does not receive these
cards for free. To get one, the adventurer must
pay one gem. All favor's from the king cards can
be used onlyonce. So use them wisely.
Note: You can trade a King's favor for 2 help
cards in a village or an inn.

5. Score your level and gems
You've won! Score your level and gems on your player board. If you lose, read the card to know what will happen!

End Phase

Finishing the game
After finishing three Quests and collecting 25 gems, you can go to the Dragon's' Mount. The adventurer who gets to the
dragon mountain first will be the winner of the game by successfully bribing the Dragon. That adventurer will be the
new prince or princess. The loser(s) must bow for you, or at least say, Your Majesty, whenever addressing you for the
rest of the day.
The only solution to ignore this rule is to play another game and win the game yourself!
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Make your own rules

Variations
There are different variations to play the game differently.
A more challenging version of the standard game
Instead of dealing out 3 Quest cards at the beginning of the game, you can only give one. As a result, the game would
become more challenging.
A shorter game
Instead of collecting 25 gems, you can also choose to collect 20 gems instead.
Write down your own rules here!
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